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BUSINESS GUIDE:

MOVING INTO MEXICO

Unlike agents, distributors actually purchase the exporter's product and then re-
sell it to local customers. For example, a Mexican distributor may import a
consumer product from the Canadian producer. It then sells the imported product
to retail outlets in Mexico, perhaps with the aid of its own advertising and
promotion program. Often, distributors set the selling price, provide buyer
financing, and look after warranty and service needs. Because they assume risks,
foreign distributors typically insist on longer payment terms and on control over
the product once they take possession of it.

A significant potential advantage for the Canadian exporter is that the distributor
is often able to provide after-sales service in the Mexican market. The main
disadvantages of using a foreign distributor are that margins are reduced, the
exporter has less control over the product and price, and does not benefit from
direct contact with foreign customers.

Distribution channels are generally less well-defined in Mexico than in Canada or
the United States. Consequently, Canadian firms are well-advised to be cautious
in selecting a distributor. Make sure that proper attention is being paid to the
product and that the distributor is not treating it as an afterthought to fill out a
particular product line. Consider issues such as the regions covered, product
specialization, specific lines handled, the size of the firm, knowledge of the
product, the distributor's track record, the size and qualityof sales staff, relations
with local governments, the condition of facilities, the distributor's willingness and
ability to keep an inventory of the product, the.possibility of offering after-sales
service, and the company's reputation and its relationships with financial
institutions. Ultimately, the exporter has to decide on how much interaction and
cooperation will be required to make the relationship work and be comfortable
with it. Perhaps most impôrtant, attention should be paid to the percentage that
the distributor proposes to add to the final price.

If the transaction involves selling consumer goods, it may be possible to enter into

a direct relationship with a retail chain. Larger retail chains and discount stores are

playing an increasing role in the distribution of products to consumers in Mexico.

Using marketing techniques similar to those found in the rest of North America,

they are also introducing techniques such as bar-coding to speed up customer

service. CIFRA, the largest retail chain in Mexico, operates approximately 200

supermarkets, cafeterias and department stores and does about US $2 billion

annually in sales. Other important retail chains include ComercialMexicana, Grupo

Gigante and Soriana.
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